Overview of Innovation Hubs, Flex Office
solutions and Business Centers

Overview of business centers in Rotterdam
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Regus

Regus is the world’s largest provider of flexible workplaces. Over a million customers a day benefit
from their locations. With their ever expanding range of innovative products and services they enable
people to work however suits them best, whether it’s from home, on the road or from an office. Regus
offers five locations throughout Rotterdam.

REGUS WEENA

REGUS BRAINPARK

REGUS AIRPORT

Regus

REGUS IN
ROTTERDAM

≡ Rent terms
Depends on how much office space is needed and for how long, Regus has a business center to
suit all budgets, sizes and situations.
≡ Available office space
Wide selection of office space at each of the five Rotterdam locations.
≡ Extra
Regus has five locations in Rotterdam. Two in the city center, two in the
Brainpark/Rivium area (near the Erasmus University) and one at the Rotterdam Airport.
Website: www.regus.nl

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

WTC Rotterdam

WORLD TRADE CENTER
ROTTERDAM

WTC Rotterdam (WTC Business Center) is a flexible "office space on-demand "concept in a prime
location, namely the World Trade Center Rotterdam in the heart of the city center. In an open area with
a professional and dynamic atmosphere are flexible work stations with free access to a wireless
network. You have the option to work with other entrepreneurs, freelancers and Flex workers.

WTC Rotterdam

WORLD TRADE CENTER
ROTTERDAM

≡ Rent terms:
Monthly membership, year membership and hour cards for 20 hours per month.
≡ Available office space:
There are more than 90 flexible workspaces available in various settings, including office locations, various
lounge areas, quiet places and a meeting room
Website: www.wtcrotterdam.nl

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

CAMBRIDGE INNOVATION
CENTER ROTTERDAM (CIC)

Cambridge Innovation Center Rotterdam

CIC has been helping great entrepreneurs leading fast-growing companies since 1999. CIC’s
mission is to change the world through innovation by developing ecosystems that allow
exceptional entrepreneurs to create new products and companies better and faster.

They do this by providing infrastructure (high quality, flexible office space) and by actively building
startup communities in the premium locations of future-focused cities.
CIC & Venture Café CIC Rotterdam is the new start-up hub in the Rotterdam city center, aiming to
house 550 innovative companies, building on the Cambridge Innovation Centre’s international
community of entrepreneurs, investors, and established businesses. With hundreds of great
entrepreneurs in one campus environment, CIC Rotterdam is the ideal place to build a fast-growing
start-up.
CIC’s non-profit sister organization Venture Café Rotterdam offers programming and events to
generate fresh and useful conversations with the entrepreneurial and innovation communities.

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

CAMBRIDGE INNOVATION
CENTER ROTTERDAM (CIC)

Cambridge Innovation Center Rotterdam

Situated at the heart of the city, the Groot Handelsgebouw provides unparalleled access
throughout the Netherlands and beyond. The brand new Central Station is literally a stone’s throw
away and connects you directly to Rotterdam and Schiphol international airport, the Port of
Rotterdam, top universities, and the leading innovation-focused organizations in The Netherlands.

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship (ECE)
The Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship (ECE) Campus is the place where new ideas are created,
then translated into innovation. It’s an ideal learning environment, a relaxed place to work alongside
other talented people. The Campus offers office space, meeting and event rooms, and a range of
services and packages that make work a little bit easier and a lot more enjoyable.

ECE offers flex spaces and office units.
For more information and or pricing details contact ECE via
campus@ece.nl or by calling the phone number +31 010-3021331.
Address
Marconistraat 16
3029AK Rotterdam

ECE is located inside the Rotterdam Science Tower.

≡ Rotterdam Science Tower is a multi-company building: a unique
mixture of lab space, offices and facilities for laboratory
education.
≡ The Rotterdam Science Tower has a strong community focus on
knowledge transfer and growth in Life Science, healthcare and ICT. Our
students, Startups and entrepreneurs develop side by side.
≡ A permit has been granted to Rotterdam Science Tower (The LAB
Hotel) in accordance with the Dutch ‘Regeling Genetisch
Gemodificeerde Organismen’ (regulation of genetically modified
organisms) for the accommodation of laboratories with containment
levels ML-I and ML-II. An ML-III permit has also been granted to one
tenant on the 20th floor.

Frame Offices

FRAME OFFICES
ROTTERDAM

Frame Offices offers inspiring and professional workplaces right at the center of
Rotterdam. Frame Offices offers flex spaces and office units.
Contact
Frame Offices B.V.
Coolsingel 104
3011 AG Rotterdam
the Netherlands
T 010 - 261 7 261
info@frameoffices.com

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

Tribes
At Tribes, you will find a tribe of like-minded professionals, who are going where the business takes
them. A community of business nomads. A group of people that share beliefs, interests and habits.
Workers from all vocational areas, blood types and every corner of the Earth. With one thing in
common: Tribes is their home.

Tribes

TRIBES
ROTTERDAM

Whether you’re going for a flexible spot in the open workspace or a day office, you can work the way
you like best. And you have various convenient Tribes services at your disposal, including lounges, a
restaurant, espresso bar, café, meeting rooms, necessary office supplies and a delivery service called
The Neighbours. Need to refuel? Tribes caters to that too. Take a lazy lounge in the library or break a
sweat in the gym, and you’re good to go again.

Location TRIBES Rotterdam (Kop van Zuid) and TRIBES Capelle a/d IJssel (Rivium)
Website www.tribes.nl

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

Van Nelle Design Factory

VAN NELLE FABRIEK
ROTTERDAM

Light, air and space: essential elements for a successful business. In the Van
Nelle design factory – an old factory building adapted to modern office space-,
these three elements unite and result in an inspiring working environment. The
Van Nelle Fabriek is on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

Van Nelle Design Factory
Rent terms:
Flexible lease terms by month, quarter of a year, 1 year or 3 years.
Available office space:
50m² up to 1300 m².
Style:
Large group of creative companies among the 99 companies present in the Van Nelle Fabriek.
Extra:
Receptionist, high-speed internet, flexible meeting space, 24/7 access, in-house restaurant:
De Branderij, fully equipped printing and copy facilities, on-site parking.
Website: www.ontwerpfabriek.nl

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

Spaces
Spaces is a creative working environment with a unique entrepreneurial spirit. Offering office
space, memberships and meeting rooms to help you think, create and collaborate.
Its exciting and innovative style designed by internationally renown London based interior designer
Sevil Peach, reflects the creative philosophy of Spaces.
Just around the corner from the newly renovated picturesque Hofbogen, offering
unique restaurants, delis and boutiques, Spaces Hofplein is an exciting location
for the start-up and established business scene alike.

SPACES
ROTTERDAM

HNK –Het Nieuwe Kantoor
Rent terms:
The offices on the first floor are flexible to rent from 1 day to 1 year.
Style:
A full service office concept for anyone who wants to work flexible.
Address
Vasteland 78
3011 BN Rotterdam

Phone
+31 (0)10 310 3000
Emailreceptie.rotterdam@hnk.nl
Website
www.hnk.nl

Kleinhandel

KLEINHANDEL
ROTTERDAM

Kleinhandel is a new creative co-working space in the center of Rotterdam. A place for creative
builders, innovative spirits and the tenacious and dedicated; companies or self-employed. A place
where things are born and a place where they can grow. An environment where you will not only
get to work but that will add something extra to it. Kleinhandel was created to inspire, to meet but
mainly to work your socks off.

Kleinhandel
Address
Stationsplein 45 (Groothandelsgebouw)
3013 AK Rotterdam

Phone
+31 (0)10 240 3434
Emailhello@kleinhandel.org
Website
www.kleinhandel.org

KLEINHANDEL
ROTTERDAM

Located centrally, this unique co-working space is packed full of amenities to
fuel Rotterdam’s entrepreneurial community.
THS Collab Rotterdam gives freelancers, start-ups and business a
beautifully designed professional space with all- inclusive rates, to work hard
in style. Mix it up with the perks of being part of a design hotel: casual
breakout sessions, world-class gym or late-night drinks and bites in our
lively bar-restaurant.
TSH Collab offers:
▪ Flexible contacts & all-inclusive rates
▪ Get 20% off at on-site restaurant & bar
▪ Free access to the hotel gym
▪ Regular events & talks
▪ Get 10% off rooms at the Student Hotel
▪ Meeting rooms & auditorium
▪ Great location with direct access to public transportation
(E.g. metrorail, tramway and watertaxi)

Impression

TSH Collab Rotterdam
Willem Ruyslaan 225
3063 ER Rotterdam, The Netherlands
T: +31 10 760 2000
E: rotterdam@thestudenthotel.com
Link to website

42workspace

KLEINHANDEL
ROTTERDAM

42workspace is Rotterdam’s only curated community for tech and digital
entrepreneurs, located in the beating heart of the city. You’ll be surrounded by likeminded people with whom you connect on a professional and personal level. Flexible
membership plans are tailored to your needs no matter the size of your company.

There are a lot of flexible community spaces available to businesspeople in Rotterdam. But there’s no
other place where tech and digital entrepreneurs can create a community, broaden each other’s
networks and horizons, and do it all on the vibrant Witte de Withstraat. Come see for yourself:
42workspace is only four minutes away from the Beurs metro station.

No rights may be derived from incorrect (price) information.

42workspace

KLEINHANDEL
ROTTERDAM

Month-to-month
We’re flexible with out contracts. What does that mean? All our memberships are month-to-month.
Need to upgrade an office? No problem – just pack your stuff and move next month! Going on a
holiday for summer? Pause your membership!
Growth-oriented
Looking for a private office at 42workspace? The total price for rent adjust to
how many people you work with. This allows us to tailor the membership to
your needs depending on how you grow in terms of members.

Address
Schiedamse Vest 154
3011 BH Rotterdam
Phone
Website

+31 (0)10 333 04 01
www.42workspace.com

No rights may be derived from incorrect price information.

